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All-Optical In-Phase/Quadrature Microwave Mixer
for Antenna Remoting Applications

Hao Chen , Member, IEEE, and Erwin H. W. Chan, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A new microwave photonic signal processing struc-
ture for realising in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) mixing is presented. It
is based on a dual-drive Mach Zehnder modulator (DDMZM) and
an optical phase modulator inside a Sagnac loop interferometer.
Two output IF signals with a quadrature phase difference are
obtained by using two photodetectors to detect the upper and
lower sidebands of the optical signal at the Sagnac loop output.
A quadrature phase difference in the two IF signals is realised
by biasing the DDMZM at the quadrature point. This has the
advantage of very little quadrature phase errors as a standard
modulator bias controller can accurately lock the DDMZM bias
point. The optical phase modulator driven by an RF signal can
be placed in a remote location for antenna remoting. Theoretical
analysis and simulation show using the proposed I/Q mixer for
image rejection can overcome the modulation index dependent
image rejection ratio problem in the reported I/Q mixers based on
a cascaded modulator structure. The Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer
is experimentally verified with results show only ±1° quadrature
phase error and more than 50 dB image rejection ratio over the
operating frequency range of 6 to 20 GHz.

Index Terms—Microwave mixer, I/Q mixer, image rejection
mixer, optical signal processing, optical modulator, remote
antennas.

I. INTRODUCTION

A FREQUENCY mixer is a crucial component in commu-
nication and electronic warfare (EW) systems. Its primary

function is to up convert a low-frequency intermediate frequency
(IF) signal into a high-frequency radio frequency (RF) signal or
down convert a high-frequency RF signal into a low-frequency
IF signal, via mixing the input signal with a local oscillator (LO).
Conventional electronic frequency mixers are unable to fulfil
the requirements such as high isolation, wide bandwidth and
immunity to electromagnetic interference, which are needed in
modern EW systems. Hence, frequency mixers implemented us-
ing microwave photonic techniques are of interest. Furthermore,
microwave photonic mixers are compatible with fibre optic
transmission links, can be integrated with other signal processors
and designed for use in antenna remoting applications [1], [2].

Many microwave photonic mixer structures have been devel-
oped since the early 90s [3]–[8]. Recent works on microwave
photonic mixers focus on realising in-phase/quadrature (I/Q)
mixing [9]–[12]. A microwave photonic I/Q mixer has an RF
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port, an LO port, and two output IF ports. The frequency down
converted signals at the two IF ports have the same amplitude
but a 90° phase difference. A microwave photonic I/Q mixer can
be used for image rejection, phase detection and phase noise
measurement. For antenna remoting applications, RF signal
and LO modulation are performed in different locations. Until
now, there are only few reports on microwave photonic based
I/Q mixers with antenna remoting ability [13]–[20]. An I/Q
mixer based on a transversal filter approach [13] requires two
different-wavelength laser sources and a dispersive fibre. It also
suffers from the phase noise problem. An I/Q mixer based on
splitting the light from a laser source and recombining the RF
and LO modulated optical signals via an optical hybrid [14],
[15], generates phase to amplitude noise. It also has issues with
stability and quadrature phase errors due to the phase errors
in the optical hybrid. An I/Q mixer can be implemented using
a cascaded modulator structure [16]–[19]. Using a cascaded
modulator based I/Q mixer for image rejection has the problem
of a modulation index dependent image rejection ratio. This is
because the double modulation process generates an unwanted
frequency component at the output IF signal frequency and the
amplitude of this unwanted frequency component increases with
the modulation index. A cascaded modulator based I/Q mixer
also requires a high-frequency electrical coupler [16], [17] or
a polarisation modulator, which is currently not commercially
available [18]. An I/Q mixer implemented by two phase modula-
tors inside a polarisation beam splitter (PBS) loop [20] can over-
come the problems in the cascaded modulator structure while
having the antenna remoting ability. However, it has a complex
structure as it requires polarisation controls of two optical signals
in front of two PBSs followed by two sets of balanced detectors.

In this paper, we present a microwave photonic I/Q mixer
for antenna remoting applications. It is based on a dual-drive
Mach Zehnder modulator (DDMZM) for LO modulation and an
optical phase modulator (PM) for RF signal modulation inside a
Sagnac loop. A wavelength division multiplexer (WDM) is used
to separate the upper and lower sidebands of the optical signal at
the Sagnac loop output, which beat at the photodetectors (PDs) to
generate two IF signals. The IF signal phase difference is deter-
mined by the bias setting of the DDMZM. A 90° phase difference
can be obtained by biasing the DDMZM at the quadrature point.
The proposed I/Q mixer does not require electrical components
and can be extended to operate with multiple RF signals from
different locations. Experiments have been conducted to verify
the concept of the proposed structure. Results demonstrate a
6 to 20 GHz operating frequency range, only ±1° quadrature
phase error and over 50 dB modulation index independent image
rejection ratio (IRR).
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer. The bold
line indicates polarisation maintaining components. (b) Sagnac loop output op-
tical spectrum and the amplitude responses of two WDM channels for selecting
the upper and lower sidebands (dashed line).

II. OPERATION PRINCIPLE AND SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig. 1(a) shows the structure of the Sagnac loop based I/Q
mixer. A laser source generates continuous wave light travelling
in the slow axis. The light passes through an optical isolator
into a Sagnac loop formed by a 50% coupling ratio polarisation
maintaining optical coupler (PMC). The loop consists of a
DDMZM biased at the quadrature point and a PM. The fibres
inside the loop are polarisation maintaining fibres so that the light
polarisation state is maintained inside the Sagnac loop. Note that
the two optical modulators are connected in an opposite direction
inside the loop. Due to the velocity mismatch effect in electro-
optic travelling wave modulators [21], the light travelled in the
clockwise (CW) direction inside the loop is mainly modulated
by the high-frequency RF signal into the PM. The electric field
of the CW travelling light at the Sagnac loop output is given by

Ecw (t) =

√
2

4
Ein

√
tff1

√
tff2e

j(ωct+
π
4 )

(
ejβRF sinωRF t

)
(1)

where Ein is the electric field amplitude of the continuous wave
light into the Sagnac loop, tff1(2) is the insertion loss of the
DDMZM (PM), Jn(x) is the Bessel function of nth order of the
first kind, ωc = 2πfc is the angular frequency of the optical
carrier, ωRF = 2πfRF is the angular frequency of the RF signal,
βRF = πVRF/Vπ,PM is the RF signal modulation index and
Vπ,PM is the PM half-wave voltage. Note that the phase shift
of π/4 in the RF phase modulated optical signal shown in (1)
is introduced by the quadrature-biased DDMZM. Similarly, the
light travelled in the counter clockwise (CCW) direction inside
the loop is mainly modulated by the high-frequency LO into the
DDMZM. Note that the LO is only applied to one electrode in
the quadrature-biased DDMZM. The electric field of the CCW
travelling light at the Sagnac loop output is given by
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where ωLO = 2πfLO is the angular frequency of the LO, βLO =
πVLO/Vπ,DDMZM is the LO modulation index and Vπ,DDMZM

is the DDMZM half-wave voltage. A WDM is connected to the
Sagnac loop output. Fig. 1(b) shows the optical carrier frequency
fc is at the midpoint of two adjacent WDM channels. Hence the
optical carrier and one sideband are suppressed while the other
sideband passes through the WDM. The electric field at the two
WDM channel outputs can be obtained by combining (1) and
(2), and are written as
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where γ1 and γ2 are the amount of the carrier power and
unwanted sideband power suppression respectively, which are
determined by the WDM amplitude response edge roll-off and
stopband rejection. The first, second and third terms inside the
square brackets in (3) and (4) are the lower sideband, the carrier
and the upper sideband respectively. (3) and (4) show Channel
1 and 2 of the WDM passes the upper and lower sideband re-
spectively, while suppressing the carrier and the other sideband.
The two output optical signals are detected by two PDs. The
photocurrent generated at the PD output is given by

Io (t) = �|Eo (t)|2 (5)

where � is the PD responsivity and Eo(t) is the electric field into
the PD. The photocurrent at the IF signal frequency is obtained
by collecting the frequency terms that contain ωRF -ωLO in (5).
The two IF signal photocurrents can be obtained from (3)-(5)
and are given by
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√
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where Pin is the optical power of the continuous wave light
into the Sagnac loop. (6) and (7) show the two IF signals have
the same amplitude. More importantly, for a large unwanted
sideband suppression, the effect of the first term inside the
square brackets in the equations are negligible. Hence the phase
difference of the IF signals at the two PD outputs is (π/4) -
–(π/4) = 90°. This indicates the structure shown in Fig. 1(a)
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has the function of I/Q mixing. Note that the amount of carrier
suppression has no effect on the output IF signals. Also note
that the 90° phase difference of the two output IF signals is
introduced by biasing the DDMZM at the quadrature point,
which can be set accurately via a commercial standard modulator
bias controller. For example, a bias controller from Plugtech
(MBC-MZM-01) can lock the modulator at an arbitrary point
and has an ultra-stable performance with ±0.5° accuracy on the
quadrature mode. On the other hand, commercial 90° electrical
or optical hybrids have few-degree phase imbalances/errors and
hence the two output IF signals of an I/Q mixer implemented
using a hybrid have a phase difference deviated from 90°.

An application of an I/Q mixer is image rejection mixing,
which is realised by combining the two I/Q mixer outputs via
a low-frequency 90° hybrid coupler [22]. An image rejection
ratio (IRR) is often used to evaluate I/Q mixer performance. It
is defined as the electrical power ratio of the output IF signal to
an unwanted frequency component at the IF signal frequency,
which is produced by mixing an image signal and an LO. An
I/Q mixer with little amplitude and quadrature phase errors is
required to obtain a high IRR. With the inclusion of an image
signal into the PM, the photocurrent at the IF signal frequency
at the two PD outputs are given by
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whereωIM = 2πfIM is the angular frequency of the image signal
and βIM= πVIM/Vπ ,PM is the image signal modulation index.
Again the first two terms inside the square brackets in (8) and (9)
are negligible for large unwanted sideband suppression. Com-
bining the photocurrents given in (8) and (9) via a low-frequency
90° hybrid coupler, the photocurrent at the IF signal frequency
becomes
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(10) shows the Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer has an IRR of
1/γ2

2 when the input RF signal and the image signal have the
same amplitude. Fig. 2(a) shows a 25-dB unwanted sideband
suppression is needed to obtain a 50 dB IRR. This agrees with
the simulation result shown by the dots in the figure, which was
obtained by setting up the Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer in a
photonic simulation software.

Fig. 2(b) shows the predicted and simulated Sagnac loop
based I/Q mixer IRR is 50 dB for a 25-dB unwanted sideband

Fig. 2. (a) Simulated (blue dots) and predicted (solid line) Sagnac loop based
I/Q mixer IRR versus the amount of the unwanted sideband suppression. (b)
Simulated (blue dots) and predicted (solid line) Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer
IRR and simulated (red dots) cascaded modulator based I/Q mixer IRR versus
the modulation index.

suppression and is independent to the modulation index. On the
other hand, the simulation result obtained by setting up a cas-
caded modulator based I/Q mixer [19] in a photonic simulation
software shows the I/Q mixer IRR reduces as the modulation
index increases. This is because the double modulation process
in the cascaded modulator based I/Q mixer generates unwanted
sidebands. This can be seen in Fig. 3(a) and (b), which show the
simulated cascaded modulator based I/Q mixer output optical
spectrums around the first order lower and upper sidebands. The
frequency of the image signal and the LO are 10.1 GHz and
10 GHz respectively, and the modulation index is 0.3. The figures
show the unwanted sidebands are located at 9.9 and 10.2 GHz,
and the image signal and LO sidebands are located at 10.1 and 10
GHz respectively, away from the optical carrier. The separation
between these sidebands is 100 MHz, which is the same as the
IF signal frequency. Hence unwanted frequency components
at the IF signal frequency are generated after these sidebands
beat at the PD. The unwanted frequency component produced
by the beating of the image signal and LO sidebands at the PD
can be suppressed after a 90° hybrid coupler. However, this is
not the case for the unwanted sideband beating with either the
image signal or LO sideband. The amplitudes of the unwanted
sidebands increase faster than the RF signal, image signal and
LO sidebands as the modulation index increases. This causes
the IRR reduces as the modulation index increases. Fig. 2(b)
shows the cascaded modulator based I/Q mixer can only obtain
an IRR of>50 dB at a small modulation index of<0.1. A similar
simulation result was obtained for another cascaded modulator
based I/Q mixer [17]. The above simulation was repeated for
the proposed Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer. Under the same
operating condition, there are no unwanted sidebands as can be
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Fig. 3. Output optical spectrums around the first order lower and upper
sideband of the cascaded modulator based I/Q mixer [19] ((a), (b)) and Sagnac
loop based I/Q mixer ((c), (d)). The image signal frequency is 10.1 GHz and the
LO frequency is 10 GHz.

seen in the output optical spectrums shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d).
The unwanted frequency component at the IF signal frequency
generated by the beating of the image signal and LO sidebands
at the PD can be suppressed after a 90° hybrid coupler. Hence
it has a modulation index independent IRR performance. The
simulation results in Fig. 2 and 3 verify the Sagnac loop based
I/Q mixer has the advantage of modulation index independent
IRR performance over the reported I/Q mixers based on two
optical modulators connected in series.

Note that the Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer does not involve
electrical components. Its upper operating frequency is only
limited by the bandwidth of the DDMZM and the PM. Lithium
niobate electro-optic modulators can be made to have band-
widths of over 100 GHz [23]. Since the 90° phase difference
in the two output IF signals is obtained by biasing the DDMZM
at the quadrature point and the proposed structure is free of
electrical components, the IF signal phase difference can be set
accurately at 90° via a modulator bias controller and is frequency

Fig. 4. Experimental setup of the Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer. The bold line
indicates polarisation maintaining components.

independent. Since the RF signal and LO are applied to different
modulators inside the Sagnac loop, the proposed I/Q mixer has
an infinite isolation between the RF and LO ports. The Sagnac
loop based I/Q mixer is suitable for use in antenna remoting
applications. This is because the PM, which is driven by an RF
signal received by an antenna and does not require a DC bias volt-
age, can be placed in a remote base station as shown in Fig. 1(a).
The other components of the Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer are
located in the central station. The Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer
can also be extended to have multiple remote antenna units using
wavelength division multiplexing technique for EW applications
[24]. It should be pointed out that a microwave photonic mixer
implemented using a Sagnac loop interferometer has been re-
ported [25]. However, it cannot realise an I/Q mixing operation.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An experiment was set up as shown in Fig. 4 to verify
the Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer. A tunable laser (Keysight
N7711A) generated a continuous wave light that had a wave-
length of around 1550 nm and 14 dBm optical power. The light
passed through an optical isolator followed by a polarisation
controller (PC) and an in-line polariser. The light at the polariser
output travelling in the slow axis entered a Sagnac loop. The loop
was implemented by a polarisation maintaining 50% coupling
ratio optical coupler, a DDMZM (Fujitsu FTM7937) and a
PM (EOSpace PM-0S5-20). Since the DDMZM used in the
experiment had a standard single mode fibre at the modulator
output port, a PC was connected to the DDMZM output and
was adjusted to ensure the light travelled in the CW and CCW
direction have the same polarisation state at the Sagnac loop out-
put. The DDMZM was biased at the quadrature point via a bias
controller (Plugtech MBC-MZM-01). An LO and a RF signal
were generated by microwave signal generators connected to the
DDMZM and the PM RF port. An erbium-doped fibre amplifier
(EDFA) was used at the Sagnac loop output to compensate for
the system loss. Due to the lack of a WDM, the upper and lower
sidebands of the Sagnac loop output optical signal were selected
by optical bandpass filters (OBPF1 and OBPF2) connected to the
50% coupling ratio optical coupler (OC) outputs. Each of these
OBPFs was implemented by cascading three low-cost thin-film
optical filters to ensure the overall OBPF amplitude response has
a sharp edge roll-off to largely suppress the unwanted sidebands.
The two sets of thin-film optical filters had standard dense
wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) wavelength of
1550.12 nm and 1550.92 nm.
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Fig. 5. (a) Normalised amplitude response of OBPF1 (red dashed line) and
OBPF2 (blue dashed line), and measured Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer output
optical spectrums (solid lines). (b) IF signal waveforms measured after PD1

(blue line) and PD2 (red line).

Fig. 5(a) shows the normalised OBPF1 and OBPF2 amplitude
response together with the optical spectrums at the optical filter
outputs when the LO frequency is 14 GHz and the RF signal
frequency is 14.1 GHz. It can be seen from the figure that the
lower sidebands are largely suppressed by OBPF1 and the upper
sideband is largely suppressed by OBPF2. The optical carrier is
around 17 dB below the wanted first order sideband. A variable
optical attenuator (VOAtt) and a variable optical delay line
(VODL) were connected to the optical filter outputs as shown in
Fig. 4 to match the average optical power and the fibre length in
the two paths. The output optical signals were detected by two
20 GHz bandwidth PDs (Discovery Semiconductor DSC30S).
The IF signals at the two PD outputs were measured on a 100
MHz 4-channel oscilloscope (Keysight DSOX2014A) and are
shown in Fig. 5(b). It can be seen from the figure that the two IF
signals have a 90° phase difference, which verifies the I/Q mixing
operation. The phase difference of the two output IF signals was
measured using the phase measurement function for different
RF signal frequencies while the LO frequency was adjusted
accordingly to fix the IF signal frequency at 100 MHz. The
result shows the I/Q mixer has only ±1° quadrature phase error.

A 0.65-2.8 GHz bandwidth 90° hybrid coupler was connected
to the PD outputs to investigate the image rejection ability of the
proposed I/Q mixer. The LO frequency was fixed at 14 GHz.
The blue and red lines in Fig. 6(a) show the electrical spectrum
at the 90° hybrid coupler output measured on an electrical signal
analyser (Keysight N9000A) when the RF and image signal
frequencies are 15 GHz and 13 GHz respectively. This reveals
the output IF signal power is −18.5 dBm and the unwanted
signal at the IF signal frequency of 1 GHz, produced by the 13
GHz image signal, is −72.3 dBm. This results in a high IRR

Fig. 6. (a) Measured output electrical spectrum when a 15 GHz RF signal
(blue line) and a 13 GHz image signal (red line) into the PM. (b) Measured
output IF signal power and IRR for different IF signal frequencies.

Fig. 7. Measured (a) output IF signal power and (b) IRR for different input
RF signal power into the Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer. The LO, RF signal and
image signal frequencies are 14 GHz, 15 GHz and 13 GHz respectively.

of 53.8 dB. The output IF signal power and the IRR of the
Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer were measured for different IF
signal frequencies. This was done by changing RF and image
signal frequencies while the LO frequency was fixed at 14 GHz.
Fig. 6(b) shows the output IF signal power remains around−18.5
dBm and the IRR is over 52 dB for an IF signal frequency range
of 0.8 GHz to 2.6 GHz.

The output IF signal power and the IRR were also measured
for different input RF and image signal powers. Fig. 7(a) shows
the output IF signal power increases linearly with the input RF
signal power until saturation occurs at around 12 dBm input RF
signal power. Fig. 7(b) shows the IRR remains around 54 dB
for an input RF signal power of −10 dBm to 18 dBm into the
PM, which corresponds to an RF signal modulation index of
0.5 to 1.3. This demonstrates the important advantage of high
modulation index independent IRR in the Sagnac loop based I/Q
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Fig. 8. Measured (a) IRR and (b) output IF signal power when the input RF
signal frequency is changed from 6 GHz to 20 GHz.

Fig. 9. Normalised amplitude responses of two WaveShaper outputs (dashed
lines) and measured WaveShaper output optical spectrums (solid lines).

mixer. The IRR and the output IF signal power were measured
for different RF signal frequencies from 6 to 20 GHz, which was
limited by the bandwidth of the microwave signal generators
used in the experiment. Both the image signal frequency and
the LO frequency were changed accordingly to fix the output IF
signal frequency at 1 GHz. As can be seen from Fig. 8(a) that a
high IRR of above 52 dB can be obtained for different input RF
signal frequencies. Fig. 8(b) shows the output IF signal power
reduces as the input RF signal frequency decreases. This is due
to the amplitude response fall-off characteristic of the OBPFs is
too gradual as can be seen in Fig. 5(a). Less than 3 dB changes
in the output IF signal power can be obtained at an RF signal
frequency of above 16 GHz according to the OBPF amplitude
response. Hence, as can be seen in Fig. 8(b), the output IF signal
power is almost constant for high RF signal frequencies of above
16 GHz.

In order to demonstrate the Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer has
a wide operating frequency range using the equipment available
in the laboratory, the 50% coupling ratio optical coupler and
OBPF1,2 were replaced by a WaveShaper (Finisar WS-04000A).
The two outputs of the WaveShaper were programmed to have
amplitude responses equivalent to two 50 GHz channel spacing
DWDM outputs as shown in Fig. 9. Compared to the OBPF
implemented by cascading three thin-film optical filters, the
amplitude response of the filter produced by the Waveshaper has
a sharper edge roll-off of around 562 dB/nm. Fig. 9 also shows
the optical spectrum measured at the WaveShaper outputs when
a 14.1 GHz RF signal and a 14 GHz LO are injected to the
Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer. As can be seen from the figure,
the wanted first order sidebands are in the flat passband region
of the WaveShaper amplitude response.

Fig. 10. Measured (a) IRR and (b) output IF signal power when the input RF
signal frequency is changed from 6 GHz to 20 GHz and WaveShaper is used to
suppress the unwanted sidebands.

Fig. 11. Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer image rejection ratio versus DDMZM
operating temperature when a bias controller (blue dots) and a DC power supply
(black square) was used to bias the DDMZM at the quadrature point. The
frequency of the image signal, LO and RF signal are 13 GHz, 14 GHz and
15 GHz respectively.

The IRR and the output IF signal power were measured for
different input RF signal frequencies as before. Fig. 10(a) shows
a high IRR of above 50 dB can be obtained at different input RF
signal frequencies of 6 to 20 GHz. This is similar to that when
using a pair of 3 cascaded optical filters to select the wanted
first order sidebands. Fig. 10(b) shows a constant output IF
signal power for the input RF signal frequencies of 10 GHz
to 20 GHz. The results demonstrate the Sagnac loop based I/Q
mixer exhibits broadband I/Q mixing operation with the ability
to realise a high IRR. In practice, a pair of DWDM fibre Bragg
grating filters [26], which have a flat top and steep spectrum
slope, can be used to provide a compact and low-cost solution
for filtering out the unwanted sidebands while enabling the I/Q
mixer to operate from few GHz to the frequency that is limited
by the modulator bandwidth.

The effect on the Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer IRR for dif-
ferent DDMZM operating temperatures was investigated. This
was done by placing the DDMZM and a thermistor on top of
a thermal electric cooler (TEC). The temperature on the TEC
was adjusted by a temperature controller (Newport 350B) and
the corresponding I/Q mixer IRR was measured. Fig. 11 shows
the IRR can be maintained at around 52 dB over a temperature
range of 12 °C to 36 °C when a bias controller was used
to lock the DDMZM at the quadrature point. The figure also
shows, using a DC power supply to bias the DDMZM at the
quadrature point when the temperature controller was adjusted
to set the TEC temperature at 24 °C, the I/Q mixer IRR reduces
as the temperature moves away from 24 °C. The experimental
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Fig. 12. Measured output electrical spectrum when a 15 GHz RF signal (blue
line) and a 13 GHz image signal (red line) into the PM. The DDMZM and the
PM were separated by a 100 m long fibre.

results demonstrate the Sagnac loop based I/Q mixer has the
advantage of a bias controller can be incorporated in the system
to obtain a stable performance that is not affected by change in
the surrounding temperature.

Finally, in order to demonstrate the Sagnac loop based I/Q
mixer is suitable for use in antenna remoting applications, a 100
m long fibre was inserted between the DDMZM and the PM.
Since the fibre was a standard single mode fibre, a PC was used
to ensure the light travelled in the CW and CCW direction have
the same polarisation state at the Sagnac loop output. Fig. 12
shows the output spectrum measured on the electrical signal
analyser when the input into the PM is an RF signal at 15 GHz
and an image signal at 13 GHz. This shows a high IRR of 47.8 dB
can be obtained when the two optical modulators are separated
by a 100 m long fibre.

IV. CONCLUSION

A microwave photonic I/Q mixer that is suitable for use in
antenna remoting applications has been presented. It is based
on a Sagnac loop interferometer consists of a DDMZM and a
PM. The 90° phase difference of the two output down converted
IF signals is realised by biasing the DDMZM at the quadrature
point. Using a modulator bias controller, which is needed in
all microwave photonic signal processors that involve optical
intensity modulators, to lock the DDMZM at the quadrature
point results in a very small frequency-independent quadrature
phase error. Compared to the reported I/Q mixers, the proposed
I/Q mixer has additional advantages of a simple structure, free
of electrical components and a modulation index independent
IRR. A proof-of-concept experiment has been set up. The results
demonstrate only 1° quadrature phase error and over 50 dB IRR
over a frequency range of 6 to 20 GHz. The Sagnac loop based
I/Q mixer exhibits very wide bandwidth, which is desirable for
broadband military applications.
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